Debra Vaniman Crawford, Esq.
380 Alvarado Street, Suite 202
Monterey, California 93940
831-372-3900
July 3, 2017
To: Susan Bassi, Sue Bee, Bassi Productions LLC, Jen Wu, Jenny Wells, Roisin Cassidy,
Deleted Parent @FastingRelay, XXXXXXX, Team CA, Vexatious Media Project, Jane and
John Q Public, Kristy Shirk, Justice and Corruption you can pay for both, Amelia
Duran, Join The PTJ& J.A.M. Sessions Judicial Accountability Movement, Family
Forward Project, Isis Arias, Momma Bear Justice, Robert Gettinger, Worldwide Justice
and Equality Movement, Join The PTJ& J.A.M. Sessions Judicial Accountability
Movement, Nata Lia, Put an END to the BAR, Kitty Brown, Dean W., Jake C., John J., A
Corrupt U.S. @ReformOurUs, Q Team California, Perjury in Lebanon Pa Courts, Kristi
Karkanen, Kristi Beck, Laurel Jimenez, Sharon Noonan Kramer, and All Others Who
Have ‘Published' Defamatory And/or False Light Invasion of Privacy Content
(collectively referred to as ‘Team CA’) about Debra Crawford, Debra Vaniman
Crawford, and/or Debra Crawford Annis and/or Any of Her Businesses (collectively
referred to as ‘Debra Crawford’).
Re: Defamatory and/or False Light Invasion of Privacy Content about Debra
Crawford, Debra Vaniman Crawford, and/or Debra Crawford Annis and/or
Any of Her Businesses
I am informed and believe that the above persons/entities ‘Team CA’ have been, and
continue to be, engaged in defamation per se, and placing ‘Debra Crawford’ in a false
light, and other tortious activities as more fully described below. ‘Team CA’s’ actions
must cease immediately and be corrected before ‘Debra Crawford’ suffers further harm.
Further the actions set forth herein and other actions annoy, harass, and disturb the
peace of ‘Debra Crawford’ in violation of two (2) restraining orders to the extent that
they are instigated and encouraged by the person against whom the restraining orders
are in place. You are also placing this person in danger of further violations of the two
(2) restraining orders.
A sample of the publications are as follows:
Worst lawyer story I ever heard (Sue Bee about statements by Julie Law)
Crooked Lawyer (Sue Bee) - with pic
California State Bar Linked to ... domestic violence Sue Bee with pic
Attorney Debra Crawford’s Ethics Questioned - Jane and John Q Public - with my pic
False DV Claims - Posted by Sue Bee on Monterey Superior Court FB page
Mole, Snitch, Crook - Posted by Sue Bee on Face book with my pic
Debra Crawford in ethical Breach - Jen Wu on FB - picture
Sham and Fraud - Jen Wu on FB - business name and map
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Gaslighter, the worst form of narcissist - Jen Wu on FB with my pic
They project their CRAZY onto EVERYONE ELSE ... Beware on FB with my pic
Serial Gun Collector .... totally crazy and using a Bar License as a shield to mask her
personality disorder, abusive behavior, and legal fraud. Jen Wu on Sue Bee post on FB
Bogus DVRO - Julie Law FB post May 17, 2017
Attorney Debra Crawford married her client’s husband during a divorce case - John
and Jane Q Public - with my pic
There are numerous other publications that will be included should legal action be
instituted. Further the actions are continuing and any future publications will also be
included in any legal action instituted.
It is the belief of ‘Debra Crawford’ that the publications are a concentrated action
instituted by Julie Law and Susan Bassi (aka Sue Bee) to “nail” ‘Debra Crawford.’
Further, ‘Debra Crawford’ believes these actions are tortious, committed with malice
and/or reckless disregard as to the falsity of the publicized matter, and constitute a
conspiracy to defame and place ‘Debra Crawford’ in a false light invasion of privacy
and other tortious activity. Applicable law provides remedies for such conduct. For
example, California law provides recovery for defamation involving false statements of
fact that have a tendency to injure an individual in her occupation. Additionally, a claim
for false light exists where a publication puts an individual or entity in a false position
in the public's view. The remedies for violation of a restraining order include fines and a
jail sentence.
I will not stand by and allow this misconduct to continue. I hereby that demand you
immediately cease and desist in publishing defamatory statements about my business
and me, whether the statements are made by you or third parties.
I do not attempt to restrict legitimate free speech, your activities, however, unlawfully
encroach upon my rights. This letter puts you on notice that should you refuse to
comply with my demands, I will have no choice but to pursue all legal causes of action,
including the filing of a lawsuit, to protect my interests. I will pursue both damages
(including punitive damages) and attorneys' fees and costs which I incur as a result of
your actions.
This is a very serious matter that requires your immediate attention. I, therefore,
request that you remove said publications. Please be aware that this letter is
copyrighted by me, and you are not authorized to publish this in any manner. Use of
this letter in positing, in full or in part, will subject you to further causes of action.
Very truly yours,

DEBRA VANIMAN CRAWORD
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